Supercharge your learning with e-learning courses from Hexagon

Get the training you need without the added costs

Are you looking for an easier way to train your team on Hexagon's products and features? In today’s world of remote workers, time constraints, and budget limitations, on-site training can be complicated to schedule and costly to administer.

Through Dynamo, Hexagon offers supercharged learning to enrich your team’s knowledge of Hexagon products and processes from the comfort of your desk.

How does it work?

Dynamo is a learning management system that offers online courses on products from our most popular Hexagon solutions, including HxGN OnCall® Dispatch, HxGN OnCall® Analytics, HxGN OnCall® Records, and HxGN® Connect.

Dynamo provides web-based training and options to register for blended training (i.e., both instructor-led and web-based).
HxGN e-learning solutions are offered as a role-based curriculum for each solution suite. Our e-learning solutions are designed with multiple user groups in mind. For each of our product suites, we provide both user training and administrator training.

- User training is designed to flatten the learning curve and help software users become proficient in the workflows they will use in their daily jobs. Incorporating real world scenarios, videos, screenshots, and hands-on exercises, HxGN e-learning prepares your team to quickly make full use of your technology investment.

- Administrator training is designed as a two-level approach. Admin fundamentals courses provide an overview of the technical aspects system admins need to perform regular administration and maintenance duties. From setting security options and access levels to establishing passwords and facilitating maintenance tasks, admin fundamentals provides an overview of key system tasks.

- Configuration management provides a second level of admin training, focusing on specific, detailed system configurations that are less frequently accessed but important for configuring your system for your agency’s specific needs. The configuration management courses teach you to customize the user interface, create workflows, and configure parameters to ensure optimal productivity.

Why choose e-learning?

Choose convenience – Assign training for your team based on their individual schedules and priorities.

Cut costs – Save thousands of dollars on reduced fees for trainers without the added costs for travel, catering, training spaces, and learning materials.

Set standards – Ensure individual team members receive the same training content and experience across the board.

Boost retention – Accommodate individual learning styles to ensure better retention. You can pause, repeat, or reference any course later.

Stay on track – Use dashboard analytics to track student assignments and results.